"Modern Psychology is based on two contradictory dimensions of the man."

Review this statement considering the nature of Psychology.

Western philosophers towards the development of modern psychology.

Elucidate the relationship between psychology and any two of the following areas: Art, Law, Sports and Crime Investigation.
4. Electroencephalogram (EEG) is a method to study the brain activity by recording electrical impulses from the brain. Examine its usefulness in studying human consciousness.

What is EEG? And examine its useful in studying human consciousness.

5. Describe the following concepts within the framework of operant conditioning theory. “Operant”, “Reinforcement”, “Schedules of Reinforcement.”

Explain the concepts of “Instincts”, “Repression” and “Neurotic Illnesses” in relation to Freudian Psychology.

6. Explain the concepts of “Personality traits” and explain how they form the personality considering any theory you prefer.

Explain the concept of intelligence using traditional and modern definitions.

7. Elucidate the ‘external stimuli theory (theory of social drives) on motivation with appropriate examples.

Describe the memory process and three types of memory in detail.